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Viziant™ Discovery - Precise. Insightful. Collaborative. 
 
Viziant Corporation is an innovator in Discovery – the process of exploring rapidly changing, complicated 
sets of information when you don’t know what questions to ask in advance. Viziant mimics how the brain uses 
multiple representation levels in solving complex problems to ensure the most precise, complete results, 
ensuring investigative queries and iterative results can be quickly comprehended and shared. The 
Knowledge Modeling and Discovery system architecture flexibly incorporates new data, new domain 
expertise and new lines of thinking in collaborative ways.  
 

Where are we different? Why is this novel? What is our breakthrough? 

 
Knowledge Model 

(taxonomic world-view) 
enrichment and usage mimic 
the brain to vastly improve 

concept-vs-concept 
distinctions in a highly 

scalable manner for the most 
precise and complete results 

 

 
The toughest discovery challenge 

is precise concept definition; 
predecessor systems do not use 
sufficiently advanced AI machine 
learning methods with feedback 

loops to provide human and 
machine learning on the 
Knowledge Model itself 

 

 
Viziant’s patented* knowledge 
modeling techniques provide 
breakthrough distinction and 

noise reduction among taxonomic 
concepts, providing among the 
most advanced Precision and 

Recall in Reference and 
Concept Results 

 

 
Discovery queries 

mimic the brains' ability to 
think about a problem in 
different ways, providing 

completely new methods to 
iteratively examine questions 
and concepts in fluid context 

 

 
Requires flexible metadata and 

retrieval combinations built on our 
Knowledge Model, advanced user 
interaction design to fluidly moving 
through content and context with 
multiple levels of abstraction for 

different cognitive styles 
 

 
Frame of Reference™ uniquely 
provides blended focus and 

shifting viewpoint Queries of 
the highest Query Factor 

Precision, made possible only by 
our advances in knowledge 

modeling techniques 

 
Our sophisticated structural and mathematical approach to building and applying a Knowledge Model 
provides vastly superior and scalable concept precision, relevance and noise reduction, before documents 
are even ingested. Viziant achieves better concept definition for problems requiring subtle distinction by 
modeling how human "world-views" – taxonomies – influence concept definitions. Our supervised learning 
algorithms guide concept definitions so that they are both very specific, yet carefully related to each other. As 
a result, you get more precise query matches than with past solutions, more complete sets of results, and the 
most complete and precise organization of returned content into concepts of interest. 
 
One of the most important aspects of Discovery is to increase the number of combinations by which one can 
investigate a particular topic. We call this the “Q Factor” - when someone performs a query they are asking a 
question “Q.” Precision and Recall measures assume you start with a predefined Question, but for Discovery, 
how do you know which Question, and how many different yet accurate ways can you ask it? Viziant’s 
technology allows humans to do what is most natural when we investigate any question – which is to think 
about it in many different yet complementary ways. Predecessor technologies might make suggestions on 
how to alter Q, but none provide a way to iteratively and exponentially expand, contract and shift Q with 
precision. Iterative queries you can pose with Viziant are unique among search and discovery systems, 
making Query Factor Precision possible for the first time. 
 
Viziant facilitates knowledge transfer and collaboration through shared Workspaces where users can save 
searches, notes and individual references as work in progress, set and receive alerts, and nominate new 
concepts as conditions change. Knowledge Model users can easily extend and enhance the model, create 
wiki’s for each topic, and automatically “train” the taxonomies for greater concept matching precision. We 
uniquely incorporate feedback loops and utility functions to improve system performance over the long term 
while giving users greater control during changing conditions. As a result, only Viziant deployed Discovery 
systems are flexible enough to rapidly incorporate new data, new domain expertise and new lines of thinking 
on a continuing basis. 
 
With Viziant Discovery, you can explore and understand the information in more natural ways, pursuing 
iterative questions with broader examination of concepts from many angles in a fluid context. You can 
understand information far more quickly, blending and shifting your viewpoint and focus, without reading 
every document one-by-one. Viziant dramatically changes the way users find, understand and share 
subject matter, in a single seamless product. 
 
* Patent No. 7333997, “Knowledge Discovery Apparatus & Method” (with Utility Functions & Feedback Loops) filed Aug 
2003, issued February 19th, 2008


